
 

PENDLETON FOOTWEAR STEPS INTO SPRING WITH STYLE
The New Footwear Line from Pendleton Woolen Mills Embraces Spring & Summer Style

Portland, Ore. May 23, 2019 - Pendleton Woolen Mills, a global American lifestyle brand announced today their

Spring/Summer footwear collection, available to consumers in Spring 2020. This exclusive collection of

fashionable and functional footwear for men and women emphasize Pendleton's Pacific Northwest heritage and

craftsmanship. Spring 2020 styles will feature Pendleton's iconic Harding pattern printed on breathable,

lightweight canvases. The Spring line will carry over the Live category from its Fall introduction, focusing on

OutLeisure® style + function, and introduce a new Coast category that features a more casual style with the

same lightweight features and all-day comfort.

• Live: Pendleton's line of OutLeisure® footwear is crafted with the belief that we must live and change with

the world around us. These ultra-light, flexible shoes combine sleek waterproof leathers, water-resistant wool,

and lightweight, breathable canvases to provide style, comfort and versatility in any setting. The moisture-

wicking properties of antimicrobial wool keep your feet dry and breathing for all-day comfort.

 • Coast: Pendleton's Coast line of footwear is crafted for outdoor fun. Our premium, lightweight sandals

feature waterproof leathers and anatomically-molded EVA footbeds to impart ultimate comfort and durability,

while our fully-washable canvas shoes provide breathability and all-day comfort for tracking down some

Summer adventure!

 



The Pendleton footwear line will be unveiled in the Pendleton Showroom at FFANY June 3rd and featured at

Outdoor Retailer June 18-20 in the Pendleton booth. Attendees can set appointments to view the line at either

show by emailing Margaret Doran Margaret@PortlandProductWerks.com.

About Pendleton

Setting the standard for classic American style, Pendleton is a lifestyle brand recognized worldwide as a symbol

of American heritage, authenticity and craftsmanship. With six generations of family ownership, since 1863, the

company celebrates over 155 years of weaving fabric in the Pacific Northwest. Known for fabric innovation,

Pendleton owns and operates two of America's remaining woolen mills, constantly updating them with state-of-

the-art looms and eco-friendly technology. Inspired by its heritage, the company designs and produces apparel

for men and women, blankets and accessories, home décor and gifts. Pendleton is available through select

retailers in the U.S., Canada, Europe, Japan, Korea and Australia as well as Pendleton stores, company catalogs

and direct-to-consumer channels, including the Pendleton webiste: www.pendleton-usa.com

About Portland Product Werks

Portland Product Werks is an official footwear licensee for Pendleton Footwear. PPW was founded in 2012 as a

vertical licensee of premium consumer product brands that wished to enter the footwear marketplace, but

lacked the requisite experience to do so. Building upon that foundation, PPW built an operational platform to

facilitate and accelerate the growth of disruptive, high-potential consumer brands in categories such as

footwear, apparel, and accessories. 
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